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EDITORIAL
VOMIT

Hello there!
2010 was pretty much a non-MICK year due to personal reasons, and 2011 likewise, because of
my decision to complete two novels. Everything changes next year, which I will explain in THE
MICK 56 which is out in early Jnauary and includes everything from 2011. During the past two
years everything has changed, so most contributors to this issue have probably never seen the
magazine and have been tickled into action via Facebook, so I thank them for taking the plunge. I
hope you enjoy the issue. I think it has the usual mixture of the cheerful, the poignant, the sadly
tragic and the downright spooky.
I go now.

CHRISTMAS PAST
What are your most important memories of Christmas
– which give you the greatest pleasure, or the worst pain?
ANIA GAHAN
Greatest pleasure - seeing my girls’ eyes light up when they
open their Christmas presents (being Polish, we open them on
Xmas Eve). The worst pain - having not been able to spend
Xmas with my Mum for the last 11 years as the flights are just
too expensive for a family of three.

ANDRÉ GUTSMUTHS
I have great memories about Christmas with my family!! Yeah!!
So much!! :-)
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Contrary to many of my peers, I really enjoy Christmas and it’s
always a joyful time. Certainly the very first Christmas with our
first son, and the first one with both our sons were the most
beautiful ones so far.
Memories of Christmas are always funny ones. Especially
because - even though we are atheists - we do sing Christmas
songs, more as parody. Of course it’s even better when it
snows, which happens every couple of years.
BLACKLIGHT
Typically just being with family (either blood relatives or inlaws). I grew up in a close family and don’t see them as often
as I probably should - but we all get together at Xmas/NY. The
last few years have seen job changes around that time of year
as well, so they’re always a bit fraught!
BRIAN JOHN MITCHELL
My dad is a runner. One year I was bringing my new girlfriend
home for Christmas & we pass him on the way to the house
with him out running in these skin tight spandex teal & purple
running pants & I say to my girlfriend, “That’s my dad.” & she
starts laughing. We’re getting out of the car & my dad goes
running by us & into the house & my girlfriend hits me & says,
“Oh my fucking god! That is your dad!”

ANDREY MASHK
OVTZEFF
MASHKO
Christmas, it is one more fine possibility to make so that that
whom I love was well. In general I do it every day, but for
Christmas it turns out more solemnly than usually. (If I properly
have understood you). Cheers! Andrey
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VOE: The greatest pleasure was avoiding the usual family crap
at Xmas to see Rosetta Stone at Xmas nightmare in
Nottingham ’93 and seeing thousands of Goths who had the
same idea crowd out the venue all looking good and stinking
of patchouli.
SCARLET: Losing my Dad at Xmas 2 years ago.

ÇAHRIS ßRIGHT REDJÅM
Important memories...trying to avoid eating Brussel sprouts at
all costs when I was 6 years old…this included hiding them in
a vase on the window ledge one year and laughing till I cried
when I heard my grandmother finding them when changing the
flowers exclaiming the flowers she was about to throw away
has produced buds...
CLIFF BAILEY
Xmas Past - Xmas 1988 being dumped by my girlfriend in front
of all my friends and that infernal Petshop Boys cover of You
were always on my mind being played everywhere.
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One Christmas when I was a child with overly curious mind.
My belief in Santa was wavering, thanks to school mates, and I
decided to try and capture some proof. More to validate myself
then anything else. So I set up a tape recorder to see if I could
capture any audio of the Jolly Old Elf. After hitting record I
went off to bed.

COLIN CREAMCROP SCOTT
Photographer, artist, writer, zinester,
occasional music releaser
www.myspace.com/creamcropzinelabel
www.saatchionline.com/creamcropzinelabel
Good to see all this back to life Mick,, something very special
of writing its a millions words always to come out, but never
enough seconds....
Well myself being older than Christmas itself, you seem to feel
it more and more always increasing by the amount of pants and
socks that overflow now out of the wooden chest of draws.
Even more so by the fact of getting less and less Christmas
cards, hee hee hee ho ho ho. Like even filling the kettle on an
early morning for the first hit of jasmine tea, wake me up
sunshine, and warm me with a thousand glows from mind to
heart, and please please please burn into these old bones of
mine.

I awoke the next morning and ran to check the tape. To my
amazement about an hour into the tape there was a sound.
Many sounds actually! The tinkering of sleigh bells, animal
noises, and the crunch of footsteps in the snow. I couldn’t
believe my ears, so I went over to the window. Logically if the
recorder caught the sounds of Reindeer then there must be
something outside. There in the snow below were indeed deer
tracks! So there IS a Santa! Off I ran to see what gifts lay in
wait. Truly an awe inspiring morning.
I never did figure out how my parents pulled that off! They still
deny any knowledge to this day. Who knows maybe it was
Santa. This was one of the events that founded my belief in
magic and wonder. It’s something that fuels my art and
creativity. Something I try and give to others as well.

The Cold water hits the knuckles, where warmth seems to
instantly get dragged away, the water from that ill-fated Titanic
journey momentary in the mind seems it would be a hundred
times warmer.
Christmas past from days gone by was always being sat in my
grans kitchen, a made up out house building which my
grandad had toiled over, built with no money, yet seemed to
always be constantly roasting warm. In the corner the parafin
heater burned its glow constant, and the smell of the sweet
toxins seemed to add to the Xmas mingled smells of oranges,
rum, hanging herbs sage, rosemary and the readiness of
constantly awaiting for homemade stuffing.
Pleasures came very cheap at Xmas, it wasn’t about how much
money and gifts you could spend on each person in the family,
it was about a togetherness, sitting down all legs and arms
entwined, family enlarged, not enough chairs to sit down, and
it was a fight to get your back stationed against any armchair
you could find. Past stories of old great great gran more than
merry always at Xmas, saying she used to get drunk at Xmas?
Get drunk? the other stories I remember of her she was
constantly on the bottle.
It was the stories of past family members, that made it,
laughing until I couldn’t laugh no more about mad antics of the
family. Granddad would have a beer at Xmas, never a drinker,
but a true storyteller, but most of all his party trick, playing the
spoons, and then singing “Mule Train” and hitting the drinks
tray from knees to head to the tune of the song.

DOMINIC B B SALTER
1991 - I was in The Ship down in Croydon (along the road from
the old ‘Underground Club’ on Xmas eve, when someone
mentions my ex, Xan, whom I had been searching for, for about
18 months, because her mum had lost touch, and asked my
parents to let her know her Gran had died. The guy turned
around and said the line that I had heard three times before

that year... “You mean you haven’t heard?” The news crushed
me, and the next morning, at my parents, a cure video tape that
was a present, was playing ‘A Strange Day’, and I just burst
into tears of uncontrollable grief... I have never gone back to
Croydon at that time of year since, and I never will.
ENRIQUE RECUERO
Divorce in Christmas in Manhattan, I am from Texas, she had
recently left me and moved there, we were trying to work
things out. Unemployed, got kicked out by my ex wife.
GIL MARTIAN
Worst Pain: growing up in a family of alcoholics
Greatest Pleasure: that I am so far beyond that
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Funny how the greatest pleasure and the greatest pain can
sometimes be the same thing. Christmas 2009 ~ I had spent the
last five years struggling with nerve pain associated with RSD.
On the five year anniversary of the freak accident that had
started it all, I performed a ritual to heal myself. It must’ve
worked, because I finally reached a point were I could no

longer remember what if felt like to not be in pain, and no
longer having a reference point with which to compare my
current agony somehow gave me power over it. But the years
of pain had left my body out of shape, and I hated my physical
self. The stress of the situation had also taken a toll on the
relationship with my long-time boyfriend as well, and he had
grown to resent me for being so broken, but unwilling to admit
to himself that it was a problem. His own madness overtook
him, and he set about sabotaging our relationship with
pointless lies. Things spiralled, and I eventually confronted
him. We fought, and he left me, breaking my heart. There is
nothing in the world worse than a broken heart at Christmas.
Devastated, I crafted a robot of myself out of the tattered
remains of my soul and several bottles of vodka, and I set this
automaton on the task of keeping my parents in the dark
during their Christian festivities. Once my duties of good cheer
were behind me, I headed home. There, I performed my own
Yule rituals, which involved worshipping the Sun. As I begin
my meditations and reached out to commune with the Sun, the
Sun titillated me with the most amazing light show I have ever
seen, his light rays a dancing pattern of kaleidoscopic swirling
red lines. The Sun wrapped his rays around me and held me in
his embrace, and he promised me that everything would be
okay. And I felt awash in peace. And just like the Sun

GORI SUTURE

promised, everything was okay, for my boyfriend came home
later that day, and we made up and are still together to this day.
IMBOLG
Worst Christmas memory: knowing that my dreams for what I
thought my life & future would be were shattered forever. Best
memory: My Mom always tried her best to make Christmas
good, I think when I was little & she carried me downstairs
telling me about what Santa brought me & years later seeing
my lil’ sister opening her gift, that had a plush elmo doll in it.
JAMES VON SUTEKH
Christmas? Bah Humbug! Oh very well, you have convinced
me:
When I was three, hanging chocolate mice on the tree with my
Dad, and when I was four, picking holly on Wimbledon
Common for a wreath (This probably seems very uninteresting
to UK readers, but is totally exotic to Australians, as was
watching squirrels romp on Christmas morning.)

JELL
YFISH
JELLYFISH
Every year I’m reminded of my 14 year old neighbour hanging
himself a few days before Christmas. It’ll be 15 years ago
tomorrow, but I can still see how he looked as I cut him down. I
will be thinking of him tomorrow and wondering about the man
he should have become.
JER
OME VASSEUR
JEROME
The turntable at my parents’ place: out for Xmas time only,
inserted in the old chimney converted to a nest for music for
that special period: great fascinating pleasure and memories.
JON KLEIN
http://specimenbatcave.net
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Specimen/
130313776980107
Holed up in LA ...woke up in an empty theatre after 50 hours of
no sleep to the sound of our host demolishing a wall into the
restaurant next door ...it later turned out she didn’t own the
theatre or the restaurant!
JUDY STERN (Cubagoth)
As a kid, day at home opening my presents and playing with
my new toys.
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Spoiling the people I love with small gifts and thoughtful
messages, and feeling that for one day the most of us are living
in a state of peace, love and happiness. Family tensions aside,
it’s a joyful time, and all we have to think of, all the year round,
is helping those who can’t join in that moment, and one day,
Christmas will mean whatever it means to everyone, and I’ll get
a lot more fucking Christmas presents!

Ooh! Postscriptum to Xmas past - the same year we spent in
England (1974) I received a big box of textas. In a festive bout
of creativity, I decided to colour my two year old sister in. I
started with smiley faces on her knees, before moving on to
more general shading in. My parents were in Europe at the time
so we were in the care of my Grandfather, whose sense of
humour was frankly rather thin on the ground, and was not
amused. I still have memories of being lectured by him while he
scrubbed the texta off my sister in the bathtub.
JASON RODNEY
LUMSTONREEDHORSLEYWARD
I got a hernia.

LAURA MCCUTCHAN
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As a child, it was very exciting. Then as a teenager, I enjoyed
giving presents and seeing the surprise of the person opening
their present. When I emigrated to Canada, I was unable to get
home for the holidays thanks to the ineptitude of Canada Post
and immigration holding up my passport, once I got my
permanent resident visa. I stopped celebrating Xmess once I
moved up here because it doesn’t mean anything to me
anymore.

LIONEL FLOOD
www.floodoftears.net
My greatest Christmas pleasure was in 2002, watching the
moon by a telescope while thousands of fireworks was passing
through my view. (I have to be honest... special K was my little
help). And the worst Christmas pain: when I was 5 and I saw
my father’s eyes on Santa’s eyes...
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Just really being a child and being so excited about Christmas
and it seeming a real special occasion, all the family visiting,
great programmes on the TV. Just magic times really
MARIA BRICHENO
A bit peeky ce soir but will give it a shot.
Worst pain at Xmas: breaking arm on Chrissy eve after
imbibing silly amounts and attempting to run over top of
stationary vehicle. Did not realise arm was broken until we
went to the hospital on boxing day. Was visiting new
boyfriend’s parents at the time, which was a fab start. Police
saw it all and I had to make up false address. Neither brave nor
clever. (I think it’s quite clever - Mick.)

MARIA BRICHENO
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Most important memories, decorating the tree with my family
and the anticipation of what was under that tree. Worst pain,
Getting Barbie stuff under that tree as a kid.
MUZI’S MEMORIES (FB name: Muzi Lugozi)
When I was 9 years old, I discovered that Santa Claus does
not exist. I saw my parents placing the gifts down the X-mas
tree. It was painful, it is assumed that we are taught to not lie,
so, why parents lie creating the idea of Santa Claus?
One thing is the development of fantasy and another very
different is a lie just like Santa Claus. Anyway, I kept asking for
gifts until 11 years old.

Seconded by: puking guts up/shitting every 15 minutes
EXACTLY ( I checked my watch) between hours of 8pm and
midnight on Christmas day 2002. We were in Goa at the time
and I missed my Christmas dinner. Was a bit delirious but still
conscious enough to admire my body’s timekeeping.
MARIA GREEN
Best memory is sneaking down with my brother to open our
presents at least 3 times on Christmas Eve. My mum still won’t
put my presents under her tree and I haven’t lived at home for
22 years. Worst memory is going to my grans funeral on
Christmas Eve 20 years ago.

MYKE SCHA
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SCHATTEN
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Best memories: Always the presents, being with family and not
having to go to church because I always got sick there when I
was small. Recording my very first song on the days after
Christmas....
NATALIE DORAN
Christmas’ I used to have was when I used to spend Christmas
down at my Grandparents, with my parents aunts, uncles and
cousin, great aunts and uncle. The vast majority of us used to
stop there so it was full house and loads of fun. The worst was
the first Christmas I spent without my Ex after us parting after
seven years.
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The worst pain was being sick on Christmas after my sister,
Stephanie Campbell was a few months old. My mother and I
were sick that whole day, not fun at all. The most depressing
was spending Christmas on base when I was in basic training. I
didn’t get a chance to see my family by marriage and family
that raised me in the same room for Christmas. Christmas past
1995 I was puking my guts up and shitting out my guts while I
was puking them up. My step-father was cracking sick jokes
about this. They were also tending to my sister as she was still
in diapers. That was the first Christmas I spent having a sister
in the house after being an only child for 18 years.
2007 Christmas memory - finding out that Jordan M. Bobe was
going to publish my short story as a closing story in Darkened
Horizons: Issue 3. That made me a happy man in that sense of
the word but never had a chance to celebrate it. 2009 was a
nightmare because my disability was on limbo because of
moving back to the Joliet area from living with Michelle Russo
(who is known as Christina Death.) Christina Death was
supposed to be my caregiver when I was seriously ill from
physical health problems. I wish I can go into detail about
everything within the years of 2005-2007. 2005 I told my family

I was going out on my
own on Christmas day
when I told Michelle if
worst came to worst I
would be her third room
mate.
Giving my sister her copy
of Tales of the Talisman
2.4 - when she was ready
to know what I do. I told
David Lee Summers about
this one, my sister’s
reaction was pretty cool
about her question with
horror fiction - it was a
trippy question, she
asked me “Isn’t horror
supposed to be gory?” That is something my sister is going to
keep for a long time when she gets older - it’s almost like she
was given a back stage pass to a show where she’s got the VIP
access. The greatest present I can ever have is actual support
from my family in what I do now.
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I think all of Christmas memories are tainted by my parents in
some way. Things would be good and then something would
happen, something so small, and the day would be ruined. So, I
really have no purely good memories.
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I never grew up with Christmas. I came from a conservative
Jewish household. I never grew up with Xmas Trees or Santa
Claus, etc. The one thing we did had were these giant dreidels,
which must have been about 3 ½ feet tall. My parents would
put our presents for Hanukkah inside of them. So I guess you
could think of it like putting presents under a Xmas tree.
OLIVER SHEPP
ARD
SHEPPARD
(DJ Death Church at www.nodovesflyhere.com
Recently wrote http://souciant.com/2011/12/
the-new-postpunk)
My best memories of Christmas have always been with family;
in fact, they’re surprisingly, sickeningly sentimental. They’re
even unexpectedly wholesome to me to me now that I think of
them. In general, I hate nostalgia and anything too treacly or
maudlin. But it’s the classic Christmas stuff that gives me the
greatest pleasure in retrospect: Waking up during a rare white
Christmas in the US south near Nashville, Tennessee; rushing
to the tree in the morning as a youth, full of excitement; and
being surprised by what “Santa” had laid out for me. We were
always poor but somehow my mom and relatives came together
and gave me damn fine Christmases as a youth, at no small

sacrifice to them. I never appreciated this back then, but as an
adult I wonder how they did it. Financially, I mean. So, my best
Christmas memories are very conventional: Watching the
Rankin-Bass claymation Christmas specials on TV (Rudolf,
Frosty the Snowman), getting to eat the candy and cookies
that were never made at any other time of the year (and
drinking the egg nog), seeing cousins I never saw otherwise,
seeing the joy on family members’ faces as they opened gifts
addressed to them, and just being in the presence of a family
that for once felt like they truly loved and cared for one
another, when throughout the rest of the year they seemed so
dysfunctional and troubled.
Christmas 2009 was especially good. Me and my cousin
Damien fired off sidearms in the Tennessee snow while sharing
a bottle of D-grade absinthe, and looking out an ice-covered
farm field at midnight and feeling like I was looking at a real life
version of Van Gogh’s “Starry Night” painting. We took
pictures of these activities, and Photobucket deleted them for
violating their terms of service. (No alcohol with firearms are
allowed in pictures, it seems.) Pretty good Christmas, if you ask
me!
The worst Christmas memories for me are those where I spent
Christmas alone. As an adult I would often find handed to me
the task of watching everyone else’s animals or house sitting
while they went off on vacation. Theoretically this shouldn’t
mean anything to a cynic and rock-ribbed atheist. And yet,
waking up alone, making lunch alone, having dinner alone, and
sort of trying to pretend it wasn’t Christmas - that really got to
me on those depressing, lonesome Christmases. Feeling like
you’re off in a grey twilight zone while everyone else is
together and enjoying themselves - it can be strangely
depressing.

Naughty Oliver

P. EMERSON WILLIAMS
www.veilofthorns.com
I think this year is the best – I have as yet not heard a single
Xmas song all season, nor have I been near a mall. If I’d had
the time to write a follow-up for Sado-Claus, it would be
perfect...
PAUL CHAPMAN
Seeing the look on my kids’ faces is the best, tinged with pain
as it is has not been until at least the 27th for the past twelve
years...
RICH DEAKIN
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Like a lot of people I used to love Xmas as a kid for obvious
reasons e.g. lots of presents and chocolate etc. A set of
immaculate plastic cowboys and Indians with removable
heads, interchangeable bodies, covered wagon and wooden
Fort Worth were particularly memorable presents on Xmas day
1969, if I’ve recalled the year correctly. As I got older I always
used to love going out drinking at Xmas, then again I’ve
always loved going out drinking, but there used to be
something special about the atmosphere when having a few (or
usually more than a few) drinks in the run up to Xmas.
I’ve also had a few dodgy Xmas days ruined by the
aforementioned drinking to excess on Xmas eve - there’s
always a price to pay! But the worst Xmas in recent memory
was four years ago when I got food poisoning from eating
oysters a few days before Xmas day. I’d been throwing up or
squirting out of both ends at regular intervals solidly (well not
solidly in that sense, more liquid if you get my drift - you know
what I mean!) for a couple of days before Xmas day, but

decided to put a brave face on things and make it round to the
in-laws come the day. The girlfriend’s step-father had slipped a
disc so he could barely move out of an awkward position that
made him look like he’d got a ramrod shoved up his jacksie, he
could barely turn his head round and was going “ooh,
aaaaaghh” and grimacing all day. I was dosed up with Imodium
to keep the trots at bay, but I had terrible wind instead pheeewww! Not much drink or food passed my lips during that
long, long Xmas day, but what did caused my food poisoning
to come back with a vengeance on Boxing Day and I was ill as
fuck until New Year’s Eve. I still shudder at the thought of that
Xmas and as much as I love oysters, and I do love them, I only
just plucked up the courage to eat them again almost four
years later earlier this summer.
ROWENA MIDIAN
With my parents and all my family, when I was a little child, it
was so nice, when I look back... I do it with a smile and a little
tear.
SHANNON LEE
Christmases with my grandpa were great. He always hunted for
the most unique gifts, things like opera records and Native
American dolls. Really cool stuff! It’s painful that he and my
dad are not around for the holidays anymore.
ST
AR THOMAS
STAR
My memory from Christmas Past is the year my Grandma died,
even though my family tried to make it fun the pain has stayed
with me.
ST
ARLA HESS
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The most kindest of all Christmas’ that I can recall, are the
Christmas’s spent at my grandmothers house every year. That
was before she died, before my Aunt Linda died, and my Aunt
Mary would make a “show of herself” by coming round’ for
perhaps a total of 10 minutes. That gave Aunt Mary time
enough to give Grandma her Xmas gift (Always some
ridiculously expensive jewelry from another country), and for
all of us poor folk to watch with “Ooooos” and “Ahhhhhs!”.

Then she’d leave us! Yipee! I’d bring my new Chipmunks
record mom got me and my record player, and I’d play the
Chipmunks over and over until Grandma screams, “Turn that
off!” Still, this is when all my cousins and I were still little kids.
And it felt like heaven to me to be basked in so much love.
How I wish I could return to one of those Christmas’
TENSHIKURAI9
Christmas Pasts. Tales from the US.
When I was in elementary school one year, we were too poor
to get a Christmas tree. No one actually asked me what was
more important, the tree or presents and I might have picked
the tree if they had bothered to ask. By the time I was in 12th
grade, the problem wasn’t whether we could afford a tree. The
problem was my parents have troubles with hoarding. So there
wasn’t space around the clutter to have a tree. So even a tree
can be emblematic of family troubles. And when the nonmaterial and even sometimes secular messages about the
holiday are emphasizing family togetherness, this isn’t exactly
a wonderful time of year.
Second tale.
One year I really wanted to avoid Christmas with my parents
and my friend wanted to be with someone not from her
household. So I took a bus from Boston to New Bedford
(Massachusetts.) Since one parent doesn’t even like her
having friends over, yet is ok with her brothers having friends
over, we spent the entire day wandering the city.

She showed me the town tree in front of the library. Some guy
thought we were runaways since we look young and I had my
duffel bag I had bought at a military store. Even though we
told him we weren’t, he gave us $100. Later she apologized
since she wasn’t thinking when she let a “friend” borrow the
money and didn’t ask me if that would be ok and didn’t think
to get a convenience store to break it. (At a later point in time,
she mentioned he hadn’t paid her back.)
Almost everything except for the convenience stores were
closed. Even restaurants were closed. So we ended-up at the
soup kitchen that kept her alive during some of her times as a
runaway, homeless person.

We wandered through the town commons where the Christmas
decorations were—twice. There were wooden outlines of
reindeer lined with lights and different Santas and Father
Christmases. I pointed to two overlapping reindeer and
commented, look, two reindeer, since they looked more than a
little conjoined. She got to declare me as someone who only
looks innocent and then I open my mouth.

and asked us why we were there. We explained. So after he was
gone for a while, she realized she was remembering the
weekday bus schedule and not the weekend/holiday schedule.
We ended up on the enclosed, but unheated porch of her
parents’ place. In the morning, I had to leave early.
It was a Christmas of mixed feelings.

Eventually we got to the end of the day and I was going to get
the last bus to Boston. As we were talking about her film ideas
and the possibility of me storyboarding them, a couple walkedby and commented, look at the poor homeless kids, nowhere to
go on Christmas. A cop came-by later with a look of concern

WILLIAM WESTW
ATER
WESTWA
Awaking in my parent’s house which was a Victorian
farmhouse tied to my father’s job in 1983 and receiving a copy
of John Cale’s 1919 for my Xmas present was a memorable
moment.

CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
Kindly recall the best, worst or most inexplicable gifts you
have received.
ANGELS OF LIBERTY
www
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VOE: A parcel containing “Post It” notes from someone who
shall go unnamed!
SCARLET: A hideous original 1960s lurid psychedelic paisley
tunic coat with a matching hat last year from Voe!
ANIA GAHAN
Best present - every present from the loved ones is the best!
Worst? Don’t recall any... Maybe a box of chocolates as I
cannot stand chocolate.

BERNHARD
HANSBAUER.
Coeditor of the
gothic.at website,
musician with solo
project
Red.Chamber
ed.Chamber,,
founder of the Bleak
Netlabel, active as
DJ Scrag! since the
late 80s.
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I can recall the most
aggravating gift ever
received - from my rather wealthy brother, about 15 years ago.
He gave me a really nicely wrapped package in the size of a 12"
vinyl, and it was at my most obsessive era of vinyl collecting
back then. It turned out it were just two albums I lent him.
BLACKLIGHT
As a young child, I once received a very nice Lego space set.
My siblings then stole it and built it for me, so I avoided
playing with it for ages - so maybe that qualifies for both best
& worst? Can’t recall anything inexplicable...

ÇAHRIS ßRIGHT REDJÅM
Best gift ever had to be ‘Anarchy In The UK’ for my Xmas
present in 1976 when I was 16 years old...I played to so much
on my Garrard deck that I wore my needle out and it
subsequently became unplayable and yes…it was on EMI as
one of my uncles worked for EMI in Hayes and knew of my
liking of, as he thought, obscure music..
CLIFF BAILEY
Has to be Scalextric
COLIN CREAMCROP SCOTT
Photo
grapher
tist, writer
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pher,, ar
artist,
writer,, zinester
zinester,,
occasional m
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eleaser
.
music releaser
eleaser.
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Christmas presents? Well my tree seems to have less and less
presents underneath, mind you if I squeeze the wrapped up
packages, by fuck I know they are bound to be more socks and
pants.
Being once given a woolen homemade scarf, where the wool
must have come from a sheep that must have been either hard,
or he loved to roll around in bubble nettles. I’m sure the wool

DARKEST JACK

wasn’t wool, but more so a toxic tryout of 50’s and 60’s new
fresh man-made materials. The scarf was entwined, and knitted,
into more colours of the rainbow than any rainbow that ever
unfolded over Chernobyl.
Christmas was always a time, for finding a lush girlfriend not
just for the looks, the fumble, the snog, and what she would
buy you. But her wrapping skills, ‘cos let’s face it, blokes don’t
know how to wrap a Christmas present. The pretence was
always, here’s the cellotape, and wrapping paper, but I did
have fumble on my mind. Ok I lie, it was only a snog, and a
mission to get presents wrapped. OK, ok, ok I do lie, it was
fumble, cellotape stuck to my DM’s, trousers dropped to
ankles and Santa patterned paper stuck to my arse.
DARKEST JACK THE HOST OF THE DARKEST
HOURS TV SHOW AND DARKEST RADIO
www.darkestjack.com
www.facebook.com/darkestjack
www.facebook.com/darkestradio
Hmm, this is a tough one. I have received many gifts of varying
degrees. From the ubiquitous and lame gifts of socks,
underwear, and cologne. To the dream realizing video game

systems and hard to find underground Dark Alternative CD’s. I
suppose an embarrassing stand out would be from my young
teen years. Opening my stocking to find a Playboy magazine.
Talk about uncomfortable! There I am red faced when my Mom
says, “Let me see what you got.” while my Dad sat there with a
smug smile on his face! Yikes! However later that day, alone, I
did rather enjoy the gift
DOMINIC B B SAL
TER
SALTER
Couple of years ago, my lovely lady got me the Cocteaus’
Lullabies To Violaine 2 cd x 2 set (not the bells and whistles
four disc version) She still has no idea about that, but it was an
EPIC attempt, and I truly love her for it!
ENRIQUE RECUERO
Trip to southern Chile where I got drunk in natural hot springs
in the Andes.
GORI SUTURE
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Even though my parents told me that Santa was made up and
Christmas was for Jesus, they still gave my sister and me
presents from “Santa.” One year, I was playing dress up in my
mom’s closet, and I found a toy that I had been wanting
forever ~ a Pound Puppy. I knew I had found one of my
Christmas toys. I was more than stoked, I was thrilled. I snuck
into the closet to play with my new toy several times, and even
gave the puppy a name. Christmas morning finally came, and

much to my horror, my sister unwrapped the Pound Puppy, and
I got some stupid stuffed animal that in my eyes was a “baby
toy” and far too unsophisticated for me. That’s what I get for
assuming. Lesson learned. Now I pretty much expect nothing,
and I’m never disappointed.
JAMES VON SUTEKH
Christmas Present: I’ve come to loathe workplace Christmas
parties, and especially Secret-Fucking-Santa. Over the years,
things I have received have included a dodgy waist-coat
polka-dotted with liquid glitter, a novelty pen with a plastic
toucan head and a feather, and an “amusing” plastic nose filled
with slime that you had to “pick” in order to extract the rubber
booger-monster (there’s a series - collect ‘em all!)
At the last work party I attended I was cornered by our
receptionist who, having picked up that I was interested in
music proceeded to pull her entire collection out of her Tardislike handbag. This woman must seriously buy all her music
from petrol stations. Dire Straits & The Eagles was about as
close as it got to being remotely interesting. I still remember
our IT guy snickering at me when it was quite obvious that I’d
rather masturbate with a cheese grater than listen to a moment
more of this.
JASON RODNEY
LUMSTONREEDHORSLEYWARD
Knife with Kill Yourself on it

JELL
YFISH
JELLYFISH
Picture the scene … a 17 year old Goth, full make-up,
piercings, dyed hair. I wanted a new leather, but what I
got was a turquoise ... yes, turquoise, track suit with
Winnie the Pooh on the front. WTF?! My Mum never
was very good at presents. The same year she also gave
me a mop. She didn’t even wrap it!
JER
OME VASSEUR
JEROME
The toy I was given later (the day after Xmas) as it was a small
one, ‘hidden’ by Christmas tree’s branches ( or just had been
forgotten for the very day, I’ll never know).
JON KLEIN
http://specimenbatcave.net
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Specimen/
130313776980107
Well there’s the usual poems written in blood and stuff like
that, but one of the funniest has to be a pregnant Barbie ...they
got deleted from production pretty quickly!
JUDY STERN (cUBAGOTH)
I usually get good gifts, but I never liked receiving gold, gaudy
jewellery.
LAURA MCCUTCHAN
www
.morbidoutlook.com and http://
www.morbidoutlook.com
laura.mccutchan.name
I’ve always been shafted on presents since my birthday is
close to Xmess, but my ex was always very sweet and
definitely put a lot of thought into his presents to me.

LIONEL FLOOD
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loodoftear
s.net
www.f
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loodoftears
I never understand why some people think that -socks- are a
great Christmas gift (socks as a gift are an insult in any
moment)
KEVIN SHORT
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I received, from my then very best friend, a paperback copy of
Bob Geldof’s Live Aid story – can’t remember the title, and I’ve
never read it, but I often wonder what he meant by it. I’ve
never asked him, and it seems too late now. The things that go
unanswered before we die. Perhaps, on my death bed, I will
summon him to my bedside, and say, ‘I must ask you, before I
die, why did you buy me that Bob Geldolf biography all those
Christmases ago? I’ve often imagined his reply, the best one, I
think, is; ‘Shit! That was meant for someone else!’
MALCOLM ARGYLE (Mystic Aura)
https://www
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The 2 most favourite gifts if I had to choose were both when I
was young, one was a toy robot which I still have to this day,
he doesn’t work anymore and hasn’t for years, but he’s still
one of my most treasured possessions. The other would be my
first Subbuteo set which I never stopped playing for years.

MARIA BRICHENO
I once received the questionable gift of a bug in a nut. I refuse
to name the giver but you know him (not Toby).

for years at a small talent concert in my Guide group, they had
not realized that I could play at all till that point. So they took it
on themselves to let me take it further.

MARIA GREEN
One of my best presents was a Secret Santa at work and it was
a “boss” Voodoo Doll...everyone had a go!!!

NICOLE R
YAN
RY
The worst Christmas present was when I was in my early 20’s
and my mom’s friend gave me this hideous denim bag, with
huge crystals all over it. I was able to re-gift it, so it was cool.

MELISSA K. (Nikki Star) Fear Cult
www.BatsDay.net
The most incredible gift I will have this Christmas is my new
baby girl and getting to celebrate Christmas and Hanukkah
with my new family.
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MUZI’S MEMORIES (FB name: Muzi Lugozi)
Why when we are child, someone from our family always gave
us a ridiculous clothing garment? I used to receive colourful
ridiculous decorated sweaters, some with a sort of tassels,
others with a Xmas figure embroidered, others full of ribbons,
others made of wool and I am allergic to wool! So I hated those
sweaters, if I would have a kid, I would never force my kid to
wear clothing like that.
MYKE SCHA
TTEN (Ang
elo & The Shado
ws)
SCHATTEN
(Angelo
Shadows)
Best: Any kind of books, musical equipment, guitars, strange
stuff someone thought about for me, worst: nothing yet,
weirdest: Brochures from pharmacies from my grandma (still
don’t really know why)...
NATALIE DORAN
My best Christmas gift was my electric organ, as it was a
surprise. My parents had heard me play on a keyboard I’d had

Believe it or not, just because I am Jewish, I didn’t get what a
lot of people would think, Sock, pencils and pen sets, ties, etc,
LOL. I got lots of horror, monster and star wars things. Also
lots of music stuff. Records and tapes. There was always music

ROWENA MIDIAN
Few days before Christmas, one of my cats... Salem, I love him!
in my house, due to my father being a violinist in the LA
Philharmonic.
OLIVER SHEPPARD
(DJ Death Church at www.nodovesflyhere.com
- recently wrote http://souciant.com/2011/12/
the-new-postpunk)
The best Christmas gifts I’ve always received have been from
strange, far-off relatives who suddenly come out of the
woodwork and send you a random present that you would
never expect - relatives that I myself had forgotten about, or
didn’t even know existed! I once got an electronic Stratego
boardgame from my uncle’s parents, who would always give
me amazingly great gifts, though I hardly ever saw them. The
unexpected, the random - those types of gifts have always
been the most delightful to me. I imagine it’s like the feeling
one would have if you suddenly found out you had an
inheritance from a distant relative, who noted you in their will.
The worst gift? I can’t think of one. For me, it’s always the
thought behind the gift. So, if someone took the trouble to give
me a gift at all - even if it’s corny, or ultimately a dud - I
generally appreciate it.
P. EMERSON WILLIAMS
www.veilofthorns.com
One that comes to mind is a 15 watt guitar amp I got when I
was 12. The brand was “Piggy”. It had a volume and tone knob
and had a great distortion when set to 10. If I still had it, I
would probably use it still for recording.
PAUL CHAPMAN
My parents are reasonably wealthy, and one year I got a
novelty ice scraper...nothing else, just a novelty, and therefore
pretty useless, ice-scraper...

SHANNON LEE
My husband gave me a Victorian locket I’d lusted after for 3-1/
2 years, last year. Then he took me out a week later and gave
me the matching earrings. The worst (totally thoughtless) gift
would have to be an American flag photo frame, from a friend
of my mother’s that I truly dislike.

ST
AR THOMAS
STAR
My best Christmas present
has to be my son, who was
due on 22nd December.

been long lost somewhere in the past, and it makes me regret
all of the things that I’ve lost from being robbed, like this
blanket was, as well as a book I had just finished writing in
hand writing. 5years of work on that book as well. But, it’s only
material things, I say to myself for comfort. But, I know that
these things meant more to me than the world. I’m sorry for
losing the blanket...
TENSHIKURAI9
*shrugs*
ST
ARLA HESS
STARLA
The best gift I ever received was a beautiful blanket my
Grandma had knitted, one pearl at a time, with love and
patience and thoughts of me all locked inside that blanket. I
was still fairly young, but, I cried and cried when I opened her
gift. It was a true gift. She put all of herself into it. Now, it’s

WILLIAM WESTW
ATER
WESTWA
I have received a collection of old black and white horror films
on DVD from my partner Karen and also my best present this
year is a deal with Manic Depression Records for the release of
Phobos the new Fear Incorporated album.

CHRISTMAS FUTURE
What are your plans this Christmas?

ANDRÉ GUTSMUTHS
I don’t have plans for Christmas!!
ANGELS OF LIBERTY
www.angelsofliberty.com
Voe: To stay in bed, avoid any work, to keep warm with Scarlet
and try to forget that the world is going to end next year.
Scarlet: To stay in bed, avoid any work, try to keep warm with
Voe and convince him the world is not going to end next year.
ANIA GAHAN
Spending Xmas Eve with my closest ones, then visiting friends
on Xmas Day and Boxing Day,
BERNHARD HANSBAUER
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As usual, we stay at home at the 24th, and have some drinks
while watching our kids tearing open their gifts, confuse our
neighbours by singing the most ridiculous Christmas songs,
and basically have a good time. The days after, my rather big
family do their best not to break ties because of the visiting
overkill. As every year, I refrain from dj’ing or promoting gigs
during this time.

BLACKLIGHT
As above - seeing family, and generally chilling out - and of
course DJ’ing the Dark Heart Disco on Dec 30th in
Birmingham! (https://www.facebook.com/events/
146639308768807/)
ÇAHRIS ßRIGHT REDJÅM
My twin daughters aged 13 have asked for a Christmas party
that their entire tutor group of 37 can attend at our
house…should be interesting. I am producing and managing
their band “The Pink Leopards” and trying to sort out a new
video and mini tour of Somerset for next year over the Xmas
break.

What this brings to me, is a start and a continuation of what
needs to be for me and the people around me. If you have a life
buzzzzz, not much changes of you. Something you can’t seem
to run away from, and not want to.
And if I am lucky well, I may even get Santa wrapping paper
stuck on my arse, and trousers round ankles and lucky bloke
smiles.
DARKEST JACK THE HOST OF THE DARKEST
HOURS TV SHOW AND DARKEST RADIO
www.darkestjack.com
www.facebook.com/darkestjack
www.facebook.com/darkestradio
This year I am spending the season quietly with my wonderful
Wife and my awesome Mother. Yep, this year I’m “Home for
the Holidays.” It’s nice spending time in the woods where I
grew up. Reflecting on the things that fuel my art and vision.
Reminding myself where the wonderful darkness and macabre
splendors in my vision came from. I’m already newly inspired
and excited to share it.

CLIFF BAILEY
A quiet one with my lovely wife Mandy and our cat DeeDee.
COLIN CREAMCROP SCOTT, photographer,
artist, writer, zinester, occasional music
releaser.
www.myspace.com/creamcropzinelabel
www.saatchionline.com/creamcropzinelabel
Plans for this Christmas are so many, and it’s always the same.
What makes Christmas I have realised over many years, for me
anyway, is trying to get to either Stonehenge for winter
solstice, or at least on that day, getting to some ancient stone
site and watching the sunrise. It does bring many aspirations
into the self blender and motorvator of life. With a head full of
Hawkwind the night before - and blasting tunes in the mind of hurry on sundown see what tomorrow brings. Solstice at
henge brings so many misfits, travellers, the vagabonds of the
world united and at one,, the languages of the world all
whirled, all smiles, and all knowing of feel good.
That day is truly a day of speaking in tongues, like a
drunkness overwhelming on all,, from the mystic beats of
drums, modern day whistles, and a trance come hypnotic
feelgood that everyone seems to pass back and forth.

DOMINIC B B SALTER
Future? Trying to find that awkward balance between keeping
my beloved Isabella’s daughter onside, by keeping the peace,
amusing her three grandchildren (it’s their day, let’s face it!),
and hopefully making my excuses later that day and buggering
off to my best mate, Tiny’s for a more relaxing time!
ENRIQUE RECUERO
This is my best answer. This year my friends and I are throwing
a Krampus Karaoke Party where we are worshipping the
German Christmas Demon Krampus! We will be wearing all
manner of costumes, though some of us are dressing as
Krampus. The night will probably close with drunken playing
of the Ouija board. So fuck everything that came before this
year. Clearly I used to suck at Christmas.

GIL MARTIAN
To one day go on proper holiday with snow for Christmas
GORI SUTURE
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Christmas will be the mandatory trip to the parents’ house,
where I’ll hear all about the glories of Jesus, feel like a total
outcast, spout a ridiculous number of lies to keep my family
from knowing anything about me while still having something
to say. (My family is really nice. They aren’t those crazy kind
of Christians. I lie to them because I don’t want them worrying
about my soul burning in hell, which they would.) Hopefully,
I’ll find a good excuse to duck out early so that I can go home
and thank the gods that this bullshit is over. Then I will
perform my own private rituals to the Sun and finish off the
day celebrating with my polyamorous family.
IMBOLG
This year- celebrating with family & friends
JAMES VON SUTEKH
This isn’t looking very promising as it’s just going to be my
parents, my sister and I. But never fear, my other half have
great plans to abduct my sister and to spirit her off to a vastly
more interesting party.
JASON RODNEY
LUMSTONREEDHORSLEYWARD
Life or death who know what the mora brings

JELLYFISH
This year, I shall be doing the usual; giving the children the
Christmas I always wished for. It gets harder to engage them as
they go into their teens, but we’ll still play silly games and
make ourselves sick on chocolate. Drinking may also be
involved. Oh ok...will be involved.
JER
OME VASSEUR
JEROME
Christmas future/plans for this Christmas: build memories for a
future Christmas past.

JON KLEIN
http://specimenbatcave.net
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Avoidance of Xmas! Shop early and not eat too much!

JUDY STERN (Cubagoth)
This Christmas will be spent in my lovely home enjoying
watching my son open his gifts and playing with him, also
spending time with my lovely family and having some good
home cooked eats.
KEVIN SHORT
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I am going up North, to near Wigan, to spend a few days with
my nephew, my brother’s widow, and the partner and young
daughter of my nephew. Their daughter has been practising
the Punk Strut (the dance that features in my forthcoming film
Punk Strut – the Movie – a shameless plug there!) so it should
be fun all round, if I can keep up with her!
LAURA MCCUTCHAN
www
.morbidoutlook.com and http://
www.morbidoutlook.com
laura.mccutchan.name
I’ve donated money to the Hassle Free clinic, Toronto’s largest
anonymous centre for STI and HIV testing, as well as sexual
health services for all. I also began feeding the feral cat
colonies for the Annex Cat Rescue this winter... on the actual
day, my significant other and I will stay home, relax and then
go out for Chinese food.
LIONEL FLOOD
www
.f
loodoftear
s.net
www.f
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loodoftears
This year I’ll spend Christmas time at La Barra beach in Punta
del Este. Awesome place!!
Everybody’s is invited... I INVITE!!

MALCOLM ARGYLE (Mystic Aura)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mystic-Aura/
2162401384208543)
Plans this year are a nice quiet one with my wife and having my
Mum and Dad come round on Christmas day so I can cook for
them.
MARIA BRICHENO
Christmas future: wall to wall cookfest featuring close family
and a warming bowl of wine on the big day followed by very
good friends for New Year screamalong karaoke/fizz fest in our
living room. Can’t be beat! God bless every one of us!

MARIA GREEN
I am spending this Christmas at home for the 1st time in 10
years since I got married. We have always gone to mums so it
will be our first family Christmas together and my first time to
cook a full Christmas dinner.
MELISSA K. (Nikki Star) Fear Cult
www.BatsDay.net.
Starting new traditions with my new little one.
MUZI’S MEMORIES (FB name: Muzi Lugozi)
I am planning to eat pizza or a hamburger, I am enough of
turkey, also I want to escape from the family reunions, I just
want to be alone, in a cave like a Grinch.
MYKE SCHA
TTEN (Ang
elo & The Shado
ws)
SCHATTEN
(Angelo
Shadows)
Nothing much really: family gathering, food, presents and off
to work the next day.
NATALIE DORAN
Christmas this year is up in the air due to a member family
being ill, but if all goes well I shall be spending it with my Nan
and Parents.
NICKOLAUS PACIONE
Christmas plans is trying to get the project I am editing
published and ready for the Masses as a Christmas present to
everyone involved. Then give all the contributors e-copies of
the previous anthology. I am trying to arrange to do something
for Christmas but the thing with my relatives has Alzheimers.

NICOLE R
YAN
RY
Open presents, maybe church, and then the movies later on,
depending on what is playing.
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This year I will be celebrating Xmas. Though I celebrate
Hanukkah, my wife celebrates Xmas. We will be celebrating
both holidays with our 6-month old daughter, which will be her
1st holiday for both.

OLIVER SHEPP
ARD
SHEPPARD
(DJ Death Church at www.nodovesflyhere.com
- recently wrote http://souciant.com/2011/12/
the-new-postpunk/)
Oliver: This Christmas (2011) I’m going back to my birthplace
of Nashville, Tennessee, to see my grandparents and cousin
and aunt, and I’m looking forward to it, as it’s always been my
grandparents’ house that has provided the backdrop to my
best Christmas memories. We may not shoot guns in the snow
with absinthe, but I’m sure something interesting will happen.
P. EMERSON WILLIAMS
www.veilofthorns.com
One step daughter is going to be in New York, another in
Jamaica, so it’ll be a vegan feast with my wife. I’m sure there’ll
be a larger gathering before the new year.
PAUL CHAPMAN
I have invited my great mate Anne to stay to escape the
madness of her boyfriend’s family and to keep me from
slumping into despair...
RICH DEAKIN
www.easyaction.co.uk/detail/EARSBOSS001
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHAhIajRSFI
www.myspace.com/deviants_pinkfairies
The aforementioned in-laws are taking us to Las Vegas this
Christmas so that covers my Christmas Present and Christmas
Future I’d say.
ROWENA MIDIAN
With family and some friends, the ones I love ‘cause they’re by
my side all over the year and specially these days, it’s nice be
with all of them.

SHANNON LEE
The 23rd, we are having friends over for a dinner comparable to
Thanksgiving food. Christmas Eve is brunch and opening gifts
with Mom. Christmas Day is hanging out watching movies and
eating lots of junk food with my husband.
ST
AR THOMAS
STAR
This year I am spending time with my new husband and
friends.
TENSHIKURAI9
Receive a copy of “On Conflict And Consensus” by C.T. Butler
and whatever from my parents, because I’ve learned it’s
useless to ask my parents to not give me anything on giftgiving occasions.
Probably have Chinese food with the parents and friends of
the family (honorary, secondary, dysfunctional family), even
though I view my father as a technicality of blood and a certain
amount of distance has developed between my mother and the
friends of the family.
WILLIAM WESTW
ATER
WESTWA
I will be working from home on Xmas day and when not
engulfed in work I will be tending to three releases from 3
separate musical projects I am working with at present.
One being Phobos by Fear Incorporated – two, Brave New
World by my solo project Sensory Savage and lastly Then
Phantom Crux, an avant garde psychedelic/electronic/gothic
project which is completed in ready for release at some point in
2012

GHOST STORY
Please tell me about the spookiest experience you have had
(spookiest EVER, I am not expecting something to have
happened at Christmas itself!).

ANGELS OF LIBERTY www.angelsofliberty.com
VOE: Back in the 90s, I had repetitive dreams about a murder. I
could feel the fears the murderer had of being caught as he
struggled to conceal the body. It went on for months. Even
though I moved house I still had a series of dreams warning me
that I had to go back because someone would discover the

body. The last dream was about a girl, the victim, a year or two
older than me, that was dredged up from a pond. The dreams
were so regular I started to worry about my sanity until
eventually they stopped. Years later in the 2000s a story hit the
news and I found out I’d been living next to a man who’d
murdered his daughter in the 1970s and had got away with it.
Had she have lived shed have been a year or two older than
me. Her body to this day hasn’t been found but police believe
her body to have been disposed of in a river.
SCARLET: When I was 18 I was talking to my mum when we
both had an extreme feeling of being watched. It got so bad we
both hurried to the window to see if there was anyone there.
Nobody was there but when we looked upwards there was a
classic silver disk shaped flying saucer hovering over the
house. Both of us saw it until it shot off upwards into the sky.
ANIA GAHAN
I feel my grandma’s and dad’s presence around me most of the
time. But it’s not spooky, it’s comforting and nice :-)

BERNHARD HANSBAUER. Co-editor of the
gothic.at website, musician with solo project
Red.Chamber, founder of the Bleak Netlabel,
active as DJ Scrag! since the late 80s.
www.bleak.at www.gothic.at
www.viennadecay.org www.room23.at
I have a lot of ghost stories to tell, the spookiest for sure was
my very first experience, I think it was at a quite early age,
around 14 or 15 - not really surprising this was the age when I
discovered the dark scene for me, back then experimenting with
magic and occultism was a very strong aspect of the gothic
community.

the family. I know what I saw that night but have had no
experiences of any similar kind since.
CLIFF BAILEY
Again in the ’80s - being brave (or clichéd?) walking through a
graveyard, with friends, late at night, in the pitch black and
stumbling across someone, muttering, digging a grave. We ran
away...fast.

It was at a summer camp, and I held my first séance together
with a witch, who was obviously pleased with my obsession
for the occult, and in fact the reactions were pretty intense.
So, after a successful séance, I went to bed, only to wake up
again soon from the feeling of being watched. I was not really
anxious, for some reason I felt quite calm, but disturbed by this
very strong feeling of a presence. I slept in the upper bunk
bed, and looked down to the floor, where a huge jackal sat. The
room was dark, but in a very strange way, the jackal was clear
to see.
I still didn’t feel afraid, rather safe, as if this was my personal
watchdog - however, I refrained from going down and saying
hello. I slept pretty well. In the next weeks, things like this
happened more and more often to me.
BLACKLIGHT
Whilst staying at a (then) girlfriend’s
friend’s house, I went to use the loo and
found it locked. Everyone else who was
staying was downstairs - so we tried to
force the door (and couldn’t). Then there
was a nice scream from downstairs, as the
kitchen (below the toilet) ceiling had got
what appeared to be a 6 foot x 2 foot (i.e.
body sized) depression (like you’d get
with water damage) in it. Except it was dry. Toilet door then
stopped resisting attempts to open it. Girlfriend refused to reenter house for sometime...
ÇAHRIS ßRIGHT REDJÅM
I woke up in the middle of the night in with a start whilst
looking after my mum’s house in Devon in the middle of
August 1979 for no apparent reason. I was astounded to see
an Arabian Night, right out of Ali Baba, stood at the foot of my
bed being lit by the moonlight complete with all the attire
associated with middle eastern folk lore and looking remarkably
like the Arabian Night from the cartoon that formed part of the
Saturday kids’ show The Banana Splits. I tried to move but
could not and then as I watched in horror and a very cold
sweat the Arabian Night dissolved from his feet to his head
and vanished. I leapt out of bed and tried to switch a light on
but the light switch did not work. I tried the landing light but
that did not work so I ran downstairs and out of the front door
to calm myself down before returning to the lounge sofa to
spend the rest of the night armed with a rolling pin. The Night
did not return and when I recounted my story to my parents I
was met with absolute disbelief and a large degree of mirth, at
my expense, was had as this story circulated its way around

COLIN CREAMCROP SCOTT
Photographer, artist, writer, zinester,
occasional music releaser.
www.myspace.com/creamcropzinelabel
www.saatchionline.com/creamcropzinelabel
A spooky story, as if you could ever make anything up after
experiencing Stonehenge and the like? But somehow these
unexplained things happen, to people who haven’t got a clue
why? And the mental shout out - why the shite is this
happening to me again? Hee hee hee.

A few years back now, a regular buzz feelgood day has always
been to visit stone sites. None more so than visiting Kennett
long barrow, chilling down inside. Like many a visitor to these
places, you get your knowers, believers, and just people who
are in the UK so it’s a must-see place.
I went there on the mission to take into, if possible a deep
trance like state, regressed back, or just to meditate in the
splendour of the whole place which I felt. I was lucky enough
to be taken under, and embarrassed into a meditation by a very
good healer mate. Sensing all and even more in this state, eyes
shut and then the sense of a group of Americans coming into
barrow. The yells of - god what’s goin’ on here, in the rye and
Southern USA vocal tones, in my mind eye it was the typical
Monroe blonde image that appeared, and yet I never once
opened my eyes to see.
After talking in tongues and minds to ancient guardians, and
understanding things I would never know, and where this
knowledge had come from. I opened my eyes inside the barrow,
and looked long and deep into the stones that made up the
walls. The more I stared the more faces appeared in the stones,
the stones formed into faces, like a wall in front of me and to
the sides all of faces, perhaps like faces of many tribal leaders
all past of now laid in this sacred place. It had no idea who
these faces were of, yet all I know they were there, it seemed
like 5 minutes plus these were all there in front of me, time had
stopped in some ways, if not seconds, minutes, whatever time
seemed to stop and stand still just to show me this.
I left the entrance of the barrow, sunlight hit me and my eyes
once more, again like a blind man in the white light until my
eyes adjusted. I walked down the hill to my car, walking over
the tractor turned cropped land, and speaking to my mate
about what had happened. I guess like always trying to make
sense, trying to justify what had happened. Yet it happened.
What it had taught me was an insight into the whole area, and
things I couldn’t have learned from books. A knowing comes
from many places that’s for sure.
DARKEST JACK THE HOST OF THE DARKEST
HOURS TV SHOW AND DARKEST RADIO
www.darkestjack.com www.facebook.com/
darkestjack
www.facebook.com/darkestradio
I have quite a few on these. Ghost hunting is sort of a hobby
for me. It’s really a tie between Alcatraz Prison in San Francisco
(Specifically the infirmary there) and a haunted mountain road.
Since most people know of the hauntings at Alcatraz I think I’ll
share the latter.
The San Bernardino Mountains in Southern California are very
beautiful and scenic. As a matter of fact there is a scenic dirt
road that travels down the mountain into the high desert. This
is old highway 138. Living in these mountains one hears lots of
local stories. In these stories that road is haunted! After
hearing the tales a number of times I had to check it out for
myself. I headed out one night with a couple of friends in
search of the ghosts.
The moon was full as we headed out to the road. We are all in a
fine and happy mood. Laughing and joking even when we hit
the end of the pavement. Still laughing when I realized I had
taken a wrong fork and had to turn around. As I turned the car

around, the headlights fell on a handgun laying under a tree.
There is nothing around that area for miles except a sewage
treatment plant. So it was a rather surprising sight! About that
time the atmosphere shifted with in our group. A fear started to
creep up.
Getting back on the proper road we continued our “hunt”. The
mood lifted again however, it was short lived. I drove into on
into the dark when the car started pulling to the right. Even
though it is a dirt road it’s generally level and fairly smooth at
this stretch of road. Regardless the car pulled so much that I
had the wheel at almost 90 degrees to keep it straight! It was
pulling toward the edge of the road that dropped off a long
way down. The mood again changed to one of fear, and it kept
growing even though the car was no longer pulling. It was
terrified! It’s hard to explain, there was no real reason for this
terror but none the less we all felt it. The three of us were
almost in a panicked state. Wanting nothing more then to get
off this roadway. We at the halfway point so it would take just
as long to go back. We went on
Now in hindsight I am fairly sure the shadows I was seeing
were projects of my mind. It looked like bodies along the
roadside. Things in the trees watching us. Waiting for us to
stop and get out. The terror grew to the point I almost couldn’t
take it. Then we came on a wooden bridge and I saw my first
and only (so far) ghost! There was no way in was my
imagination because we ALL saw it with all the same details. A
Native American Indian in a loin cloth and tribal necklace.
Behind him a woman holding a child. The look on their faces
was pure, unadulterated pain and sadness. I kept driving past
them and over the bridge. When we reach the other side the
strangest thing happened. All the terror was gone. In a heart
beat, just gone. Still in the middle of the woods on a dirt road
but the fear was gone!
We finished the drive down the road without incident and in a
happy, however bewildered mood. Once we got down the
mountain we stopped to get some gas and just get out of the
car for a few. I started pumping the gas as we stood and talked.
Then my friends face turned white as he pointed to the back
bumper. There in the fresh dust from the road were small handprints! They covered the bumper and went up the back end a

Lucy thinks it all perfectly acceptable.

ways. I stood there in shock, not terror, for a moment. After
that we went home and called it a night.
So that would be my longest and scariest ghost story. While
researching the road we took (I’m curious remember), I found
some disturbing facts that go along with our experience. Many
people have died in car wrecks in that area. There was a work
camp for Indians around there. And (as trite as this may sound)
an Indian burial ground as well. Whatever it is out there, it led
to a night I won’t forget.
WOW, I didn’t expect to write so much. I am sorry about that. I
hope I didn’t bore you! However there are my answers for you,
sir. Each one true.
Sweet Nightmares,
Darkest Jack.
DOMINIC B B SALTER
Sorry, no Ghost story, unless you count the news of Xan’s
death 20 years ago, which sadly casts a huge shadow across
my life, and Christmas in particular, as I still have no idea,
which day she died, and where she was buried. That still
haunts me. For the record Suzanne ‘Xan’ Bromiley, was
murdered. It will always kill my Christmas.
ENRIQUE RECUERO
Hopefully this year will provide a good story with the Ouija
Board and worshipping Krampus.
GIL MARTIAN

I’ve NEVER had anything spooky happen to me!! (besides an
involvement with some Spooky Kids once upon a time. Would
welcome an experience with the supernatural...
GORI SUTURE
www.gorisuture.com
www.facebook.com/Erotic.Horror
The house I lived in on Sides Street back in ‘99 was haunted.
One time, my husband and I were playing around and issued a
challenge to the ghosts to scare us. Nothing happened right
away, so my husband started laughing and pressed the button
on a Halloween animatronic, bringing it to life. It was a
Skeleton playing Chopin’s Funeral March on a fiddle, and it
would move in that jerky way that electronic toys move.
Suddenly, as if alive, it turned its head to glare at us, and its
head seemed to come off the figurine and come towards us.
This was a type of movement impossible for the program of the
animatronic. We both screamed and ran out of the room, (as if
we were someone safe now one room over, LOL). We compared
notes, and we had seen the same thing, and we both agreed
that it felt like a hallucination, yet we had shared the
hallucination. Somehow the spirit had placed that image inside
our minds. If a spirit can make you share a hallucination, you
have to wonder if anything is real. Now that is scary.
IMBOLG
Scariest story- it have to be Tieg O’kane & the corpse. I even
wrote a song about it

Mabel, sadly, finds it relatively tasty.

JELLYFISH
I was walking up the road with my then 4 year old daughter,
and she suddenly pulled her hand out of mine and veered
across the pavement. I asked her what that was for and she
insisted she’d walked around the woman with the buggy.
Very odd at the time, but when I found out later that someone
had actually been hit by a lorry there whilst pushing a pram, I
didn’t know what to think. I still get a shiver thinking about it.
Can children see things we can’t?
JEROME VASSEUR
Ghost story: a dream I had years ago, when someone
transported me through time and space, a journey through
which I was revealed some keys and issues about the world
JON KLEIN
http://specimenbatcave.net
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Specimen/
130313776980107
Ghost story - Specimen went to upstate New York in 1983/84 to
record. We were staying in a house in the middle of nowhere,
and when we woke up the next morning there was a foot or so
of snow, with footprints coming out of the forest to our back
door (and then disappearing).
I was sleeping in a spooky little bunk in a kids room in the
basement and had dreams that were like scenes out of ‘The
Shining’ ...got pretty spooked, but it had a good influence on
the music, if not my sanity!

JUDY STERN (Cubagoth)
Took a picture of the hallway and staircase
in a historic Victorian mansion one vacation
- when pictures were developed a “shape”
at the top of the stairs looked like it had a
body, you could clearly see a head,
shoulders and torso and it looked like the
form was holding onto the handrail ready to
descend the stairs.
LAURA MCCUTCHAN
www.morbidoutlook.com and http://
laura.mccutchan.name
I don’t think I have a good one! I’d have to think further on
this and see what ranks high on the creep factor!
LIONEL FLOOD
www.floodoftears.net
Sometimes coincidences are spooky. This year I’ve been on an
airport listening to a new Mick Jagger’s song for my first time
(song “I Don’t Mind”) and suddenly Mick itself passed
walking 2 metres away from me!!!!!!! Spoooooooky!!!!
KEVIN SHORT
www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2isiOEmUVY
www.punkstrut.com www.facebook.com/
kevinshortcut
My father died when I was in my mid 20’s. For many years,
when I was performing on stage, I would see him at the back of
the audience. Then, when we felt it was time, I saw him give a
gentle nod, and walk through the exit doors at the back for the

Kevin freaking
out...

(incidentally, if any
of you remember
something from
THE MICK ages ago
when me and
Lynda encountered
a brilliant story
teller in Arundel
dressed as a monk,
telling ghost
stories it was THIS
very man. How
weird is that?
Pretty fucking
spooky in itself.)

last time; the final goodbye. I like to think he had finally found
his new journey, and was wishing me well on mine. Mind you,
it was also a pretty crap performance I gave that night!
Wishing everyone a Merry Xmas and a Happy 2012. I’ll be
struttin’ my stuff as ever, so watch out for ‘Punk Strut – the
Movie’ in 2012, and get learning the Punk Strut now! Here are
a few links to help (see above).
Happy Days!
Kevin.
Punk Love to All

and off lights, TVs, etc. It never freaked me out he was just
playful and eventually he just went away.
MALCOLM ARGYLE (Mystic Aura)
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mystic-Aura/
2162401384208544)
I’ve had a few spooky experiences over the years, but one of
the most was waking up during the night to feel something
jump onto the bed onto my legs and then to feel like I was
being strangled, managed to force myself up and there was
nothing there. Didn’t go back to sleep for the rest of that night
and I know it wasn’t a dream because I had woken up and was
just laying there in bed before it happened.
MARIA GREEN
Recently me and my husband had
been upstairs in our house and we
both felt cold and like something
was there...we woke up during the
night to find out lantern above our
bed, swinging from side to
side...when we got up the next
morning my sons hamster had
died......Merry Christmas x x
MELISSA K. (Nikki Star) Fear Cult
www.BatsDay.net
The only ghost I have ever seen was when I was living in
Huntington Beach it was the ghost of a little boy, After I saw
him for the first time he liked to play tricks on us, Turning on

and I take a look in the rear view mirror, seeing that thing and
the next second everything is over. The guy in the truck to the
left also later told us that he had not seen that other guy
coming when he signalled for us to overtake him. Never quite
sure how we got out of this one. There was no room on that
road for all three to pass but somehow it worked out. There
was also no fog or rain, it was mid-afternoon and the road
seemed to be clear - no curves or anything. That other truck
just appeared out of nowhere. Needless to say that there was
nothing on the back seat after we passed the two trucks,
right...? Somehow, as I write this (and I never thought about
this before) is that the creature behind us in the car and the
suddenly appearing truck are actually both kind of weird.
NATALIE DORAN
How many do you want?! I used to live in a house where
strange things used to happen a lot, e.g the dogs would stare,
growl and bark at the empty landing at the top of the stairs,
touch lamps used to turn themselves on...and always when I
was on my own.
MUZI’S MEMORIES (FB name: Muzi Lugozi)
My sister used to paint and decorate her home with pottery.
Once she received, a big pottery piece of a cherub figure,
placed in a fluted column. I did not like that cherub, I always
felt something weird. Once I realized that the cherub was
blinking, first I thought I was hallucinating, but no, it was real
and my mom saw the same some other times. One night, near
X-mas, I was at my sister’s home and we invited a friend to
drink wine. My sister went bed early, so Nayeli and I stayed in
the hall singing, drinking and smoking. Suddenly, the hall
turned cold and we saw the cherub waving its wings very
strong. Of course we ran and we screamed afraid, we stepped
into my sister’s bedroom to tell her the spooky event and she
did not believed us. After that, I never stayed alone there, also
I tried several times to break that pottery figure, I whipped it on
the floor, I did beat it with a hammer and the cherub never
broke. Fortunately, my sister moved and the figure was lost in
the move.
MYKE SCHATTEN (Angelo & The Shadows)
The strangest, spookiest thing that ever happened to me is
seeing a black human-shape thing on the back seat while
rushing headlong into two truck headlights while trying to
overtake another truck. Small and slow car in the middle giant
truck wheels left and headlights coming at us. Horns blaring

Mack opts for looking mental.

Well I was sat reading on my bed, my parents where away and
I had my dog lying there with me. Suddenly both of the start
and jump up, their ears pricked up and their noses, twitched as
the stared at a corner of my room.
One let out a low growl as they followed something with their
heads, that moved from the corner of the room past where my
bed and out of the door. They even looked around the door
and out into the hall as they followed it out into the hall. It was
definitely something that ‘walked’ past as if it had been a fly
their gaze would been all over the room and not steady.
NICKOLAUS PACIONE
Spookiest experience - I wrote about this in Dirty Black Winter
and it’s in my own magazine. Withersin Gersley published this
one - my apartment picking up an EVP and resurrection Mary
showing up in my dining room. The spooky stuff never seems
to happen around Christmas but the thing that has me down
sometimes is having to fall sick around the Christmas season.
The first time at Michelle Russo’s apartment before we became
room mates was I was laid up in her bed with bronchitis. I had
to spend all my Christmas money on medicine.
NICOLE RYAN
The spookiest thing is when I moved upstairs. My mom has a 2
family that her parents built and she grew up in. I moved
upstairs when we kicked out our tenants. I thought it was just
me, so I never said anything, but every now and then it feels
like someone is watching me, just staring. At first it was at
night and now it’s all over the house. I think I see a shadow,
and look for someone but no one is there. When my friend

slept over for the first time, I fell right to sleep, because I was
up early with her baby. The next morning she said she couldn’t
get to sleep, because she felt like someone was watching her.

Fred’s not planning to stick around

So that’s it. I like the questions, they make you think. And it’s
crazy how I can open up to you, when I never told anyone
about some of this stuff.
NOAH KORDA Founder/Executive Producer,
Bats Day in the Fun Park
www.batsday.net www.facebook.com/
noahkbatsday
www.noahkorda.com
The spookiest ever? Hmmm. Did I ever tell you time that we ran
out of potato latkes……
OLIVER SHEPPARD
(DJ Death Church at www.nodovesflyhere.com
- recently wrote http://souciant.com/2011/12/
the-new-postpunk)
For someone into the darker side of music, I’ve had a dearth of
supernatural experiences. As I mentioned, I ultimately came out
as an atheist (the only one in my family) and am really skeptical
of tales that involve the supernatural. One of the few very
weird experiences I have had, which was not at Christmas, was
waking up one night in a state of sheer terror, being unable to
move, and seeing a girl of maybe 5 years standing at the foot
of my bed, staring blankly at me. I wanted to scream and move,
but I couldn’t. I apparently fell back to sleep after this,
amazingly. I’ve since read this is a nightmare/night terror
phenomenon that is not uncommon. Thankfully, I haven’t had
many of these. (When I’ve told others about this, they always
want to know: “Was a little girl killed in the place you lived in
at the time, before you moved in!?!” And the answer is “No.”)

P. EMERSON WILLIAMS
I come from a part of the US that is overcrowded with ghosts.
The remnants of lives long past hang heavy in New England. It
permeates the ambient energy in a manner I have not
experienced elsewhere. I may be especially conscious of this
because my blood goes back to the early 1600’s in New
England. This spectral ever-presence experience seems to be
one not shared by people who arrived more recently. Early New
England was fed on the most uncanny superstitions, and
Marblehead absolutely enjoyed witches. To this day, the
inhabitants of Marblehead speak of Wilmot “Mammy” Redd,
who was convicted for witchcraft and executed at Gallows Hill,
Salem, on the 22d of September.
When I was 21 I was taken
to Marblehead in the dead
of winter. My companion
who had grown up there,
knowing my interests and
predilections showed me
places with strange energy.
She told me stories of
events long past, of local
legends and where bodies
were buried. As dusk was
descending cold and
characteristically early she
said “we can’t leave until
I’ve taken you to Old
Burial Hill”.

We headed away from tourist shops shuttered for the winter as
a gale was building and snow falling thicker every minute. We
arrived at Old Burial Hill with the snow accumulating on our
heads and shoulders and made for shelter in the gazebo at the
top of the hill. Passing the gravestones, my companion pointed
out grave markers of dead relatives and spoke of their lives as
much as she could recall. In the meager shelter of the gazebo I
heard the tale of Mammy Redd for the first time as the sun set
and the storm became a blizzard.
«Her grave is over there» said my companion, pointing to a
crooked stone beneath a large oak. «She has been seen
walking around this hill on nights like this.»
Well, the impulsive 21 year old me needed no more invite...
Standing on Mammy Redd’s grave I shouted «Show yourself!»
to the lashing, bitter wind, wiping the snow that was coming in
horizonally by this point. Between me and the weathered grave
marker a flow of hot air rose and no snow was falling in that
column. The wind died for a moment and branches fell on us
from the oak tree above.
We rolled and scurried down the hill to the street and ran
awkwardly through fresh snow. Each street light we passed in
our haste and every porch light went dead as we approached.
This phenomenon would follow us wherever we went for the
following weeks. With wind whipping out faces without
seeming to disturb the fresh drifts of snow close by and
slipping on black ice we made it to the bus station. I could
swear I could feel the hot breath and rage of Mammy Redd in
my panic and this sense stayed with me for days.

shut the living room door all night, but we tended to treat it as
a member of the house, which is really what it was...so I spent
the night alone, with a ghost in the room after we had an
argument about the door banging, and it was actually less
frightening than having it roaming the staircases making
noises with its boots...slept like a log, woke up with no
hangover and never gave it another thought...eventually the
ghost blocked the toilets, ran the taps all night, woke people
up so we left it to its home and it was demolished a few years
later...could tell loads of tales of that house, like the front door
opening and closing with three mortice locks and a chain on
it...
RICH DEAKIN
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Did you hear about the horny ghost? He kept giving people
the willies! (Groooaaan. I know, I know, the old ones are always
the cheesiest!)
ROWENA MIDIAN
Well, now I laugh with it... but years ago in A Passage Of
Terror, I went to see it with a friend, had zombies, was also
Freddy Krueger, Dracula, and different monsters ... suddenly
appeared at the end Frankenstein, and I got a terrible fright!

PAUL CHAPMAN
Marcia Road, off the Old Kent Road, end house, a very wellknown haunted squat that nobody ever had the balls to stay in
alone...until 3 days after Christmas I arrived back to find
everyone else [there were seven of us] had stayed another day
at their parents’...so I was stuck at 1am, very drunk, very
stoned, in a house with a pest of a ghost...it would open and

SHANNON LEE
The summer I turned 15, we moved into an Iowa farmhouse.
There was something there. That something did things like
hammer in the barn and on the fences at night, slam windows
shut, and move furniture when we were gone. One night, it
upended my night table around 2AM. I’m not a screamer, but I
screamed that night! After we moved out, my mom said she
had seen the ghost standing in the corner of the kitchen, more
than once. The landlord remained a friend and eventually came
clean that there had been other activity in the house, after his
father passed away there.

STAR THOMAS
The January after my Nan died I saw her at the bedroom
window for a whole week. It made me feel very happy and
looked after.
STARLA HESS
Hmmmm.....where do I start? I guess I’ll begin by telling a bit
more mellow of my experiences, since I don’t have the desire to
be thought of as a koo-koo! :) My house is occupied by myself
and my girl-friend, and our cat; in this realm. In the realm next
to ours are the lost ones, those who either don’t know their
dead, or, they stick around for other reasons. I’ve often
thought this some kind of Purgatory, still being able to see,
hear, and even “feel” us psychically. To be able to watch us eat
good food, and all the other earthly pleasures given to those
who are still living, but not able to have it. I moved into this
apartment around 5-6 years ago. I instantly said aloud,
“There’s a ghost whom lives here among us. I described him to
my girlfriend, and this is what I said, “He is a very tall and very
wide, muscular “cholo’, and I think he OD’ed in this apartment.
Also, not just myself, but everyone that’s entered my home,
says they’ve seen a black cat, had followed it and the damn
thing would dissapear! My previous cat was terrified of being
without me. I know it’s her. But, back to the chole ghost that
lives among us in this apartment; I brought a friend over once,
and he said, (and mind you, he hadn’t heard any of my ghost
stories. It’s a private matter, mostly. When he saw which
apartment I lived in, he says “My friend Gato (cat) used to live
here!” I thought to myself, he’s not a particular good guy, he’s
an ass! Anyway, when he came into my pad, he walked straight
back to my private bathroom connected to my room, and said,
“Yeah, this is the place where Albert died from an o/d. He was
sitting in the restroom, legs stretched out, back against the
outer side of the tub, with his legs crossed. Him and Gato were
talking, they both fell asleep, and Albert never woke up again;
ever.
He described the man Albert to a T! Then I told him about my
experiences with him. He likes to watch me when I sleep, and is
always looking over my shoulder. I have more proof, even,
than these things. I had my g/f take pictures of me, and in that
roll, a few had “orbs” (What a spirit looks like on camera, white

orbs) directly behind my head. One big one, and one small one.
A few were found in other rolls as well. I went to Wallgreens to
question the quality of that film, and he did some checking,
just to tell me that whatever you see in these photos, is exactly
what you’re supposed to see. Nothing’s a mistake in these
ones.
So, there it is. My holiday spirits of joy, sorrow, and Christmas
with the dead.
TENSHIKURAI9
Sometimes just being alone in various spots is spooky.
Wait!
It was my last year of high school. I was home alone and in my
kitchen. Down the hallway and in the living room, I saw
movement of a white-haired man ducking out of my sight, on
the other side of the mirror above the fireplace’s mantel piece.
WILLIAM WESTWATER
Well I do have a very close link to ghosts with my current job
but last year my mother appeared in my living room two days
after passing away to say goodbye.

“Alright, nothing to see.
Move along...”

...and a very HAPPY
NEW YEAR to all
readers of THE MICK!
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